
 

 

 

Josh Smith in Milwaukee, but still with Hawks 

By Charles F. Gardner of the Journal Sentinel 
Feb. 23, 2013 

Josh Smith will be playing at the BMO Harris Bradley Center on Saturday night, but he won't be making 
his Bucks debut. 

Instead the forward will still be plying his trade for the Atlanta Hawks. 

The Bucks made a determined bid to acquire Smith at the trade deadline on Thursday but ultimately the 
Hawks decided to keep him for the rest of the season. Smith will be an unrestricted free agent at the end 
of the season and it is not thought he will re-sign with Atlanta. 

Of course, it would have been difficult for the Bucks to re-sign Smith as well. He will be looking for a 
max contract in the range of four years and $75 million. 

"I know we were talking to them until the last moment," Hammond said of the dealings with Atlanta. 
"But no disappointment at all. At one point I had a couple people say to me, 'It looked like Atlanta 
pulled an offer from you at the last moment.' 

"And that wasn't the case. There was never a true offer on the table from Atlanta. They never said, 'This 
is exactly what it will take to get the deal done.' We just continued to negotiate and exchange ideas up 
until the very last moment. 

"It just didn't work out and it was Atlanta's decision to keep their own player." 

Bucks guard Brandon Jennings admitted it was tantalizing to think about Smith in a Milwaukee uniform. 

"Josh Smith, everybody knows what he's capable of doing," Jennings said. "He has that all-around game. 
He might have 10 points and nine assists and 10 rebounds. He kind of has those LeBron numbers at 
times." 

The Hawks beat Sacramento at home on Friday to improve to a 30-23 record and are in the sixth spot in 
the Eastern Conference race. 

Meanwhile the Bucks did acquire shooting guard J.J. Redick, who is expected to make his debut with 
the team on Saturday against the Hawks. Redick averaged a career-best 15.1 points in 50 games for 
Orlando this season. 

The Bucks sent second-year forward Tobias Harris and rookie guard Doron Lamb to Orlando in the 
deal. Neither was in the the rotation at the time of the trade but Harris started 14 games at small forward 
earlier in the season. 
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The 20-year-old Harris was the Bucks' first-round pick in 2011 after he played just one season at 
Tennessee. He was the 19th overall pick, acquired by Milwaukee after it moved down from the No. 10 
spot due to a trade which sent veteran Corey Maggette to Charlotte and brought Stephen Jackson for his 
ill-fated (and short) stay in Milwaukee. 

"This comes down to us trying to win," Hammond said, "and us trying to remain competitive. We're 
hoping we can get an uptick from this. We're hoping we can solidify this eighth spot.We'd like to move 
up, try to get to seven. Who knows, try to get to six, whatever we can do. 

"Not trying to be short-sighted. Very difficult to move a guy like Tobias who was a first-round pick and 
a guy like Doron who was a second-round pick for us this past year. Both really good guys and both 
guys that have a chance to be in this league for a long time. 

"You do look up and don't know what it's going to be looking like in a few years. Those guys could be 
playing for Orlando or another team and we're thinking we had them and made a decision not to keep 
them. But this is more about trying to win now." 

it's clear the young players the Bucks are trying to build around include the 23-year-old Jennings, 25-
year-old Ersan Ilyasova, 24-year-old Larry Sanders and 22-year-old John Henson, the rookie power 
forward. 
 

 
 

Find this article at:  
http://www.jsonline.com/blogs/sports/192711101.html 
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